CEREMONY

VARIANT: HALF ROUND

48 GUESTS

PRIMARY AISLE AXIS

EAST-WEST

2545 W DIVERSEY  CHICAGO IL 60647

2ND FLOOR

INFO@GREENHOUSELOFT.COM

www.greenhouseloft.com
GOLD ROOM

DJ BOOTH

DANCE FLOOR

SKY GARDEN

PREP KITCHEN

GHL A/V

PHOTO BOOTH

BAR

VESTIBULE

PHOTO BOOTH

GREENHOUSE LOFT

SEATED DINNER

50 GUESTS

45°

PRIMARY TABLE AXIS

2545 W DIVERSEY  CHICAGO IL 60647

2ND FLOOR

INFO@GREENHOUSELOFT.COM

www.greenhouseloft.com
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GREENHOUSE LOFT

SEATED DINNER

50 GUESTS

EAST-WEST

PRIMARY TABLE AXIS

2545 W DIVERSEY CHICAGO IL 60647

INFO@GREENHOUSELOFT.COM

www.greenhouseloft.com